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1 
"lihis invention relates to the new and ‘npvel 

construction andimprevement in 'teumiquet ‘type 
eonstriotors, and aims to‘nrovide a new andnelle'l 
apparatus .Qf vneemiar structure. ‘so designed on 
novel ,pr'ineiples that ‘only “?nger-weight” PITQSP 
sure, applied toanarterial pressure-point, lie eiient .to control the__,e;ireli1etien,ofhleed threugh 
the limbs .orextremities, thus to prevent ‘bleeding 
to death, to administer ‘intravenous ‘bleed inane 
iiis'ion ‘or infusions of ,blood plasma; this inven 
tion isdesigned, further, ‘to eliminate the hazard 
pf gangrene debridements and amputations here 
,toiore consequent ‘and attributable to the bar 
;baric practiceoi applying jorcible , and prolonged 
tourniquet constriction ,.to casualties involving 
arteryesevered wounds; and, this invention, lief 
:thermorais vso ,deeienedand ‘conceived to enable " 
any aid-isolated leasualty victim to ,e?eetivelx. 
lm?itively andeafely .mevent-bleeding-to ,cleathnte 
easily .andsimpiy va?ix the novel apparatus ‘with 
either hand, and to entirely ‘perform ‘the illne 
time of manipulation and rl‘ieglllatiqll thereei, -,el1 
without any assistance, {until leemP-etent tail-d are 
rites 2110 take even ilzhie invention, =mereerer, 
‘comprises a (novel .eombinatien and arrangement 
Cot -readily ‘obtained ‘or constructed icerlstitllent 
elements. {materials and rents #00 be assembled aireeted into v,one reciprocal-1y alienating by 
means of which to aeeemplishithelnuenesee in 
tended. No other apparatus heretofore on the 
market or-known to 'theiinventor is so "feasibly and 
positively ‘self-applicable, er ‘(s0 dolly seondlleive 
{to ‘positive vsell~=Hi?lhipula-tion, .sel- ul ‘ 
and/er eelfesustentationyersoinstantlyan .. 

‘ e1 ' ' termittinelvaminesiivelr 

...e [gushing 10f lblQQd 1110 any 
rietermlnedror1neeesearycdegree, orrte camel tel-i 
were lr .sula-te eh 

of (time; all without any :elltside :asslstanee 
Tourniquets as heretofore constructed and 

aitilizedgaremtlcondueiveto:iseliveeplieatienand 
lselfsregulatienby panicky ‘ébloed-enehing" ,altyevietims:1suchprevieuslygempleved-time.‘.,. 
{are 19f doubtful (value and always areenree elf 
Hana-er to aid-liselatedleqmbata-ntsand were one 

eeventwofssymope. 
During World War ‘II thersanee-efiuaatteaded 

reembatants ,sand eiv us have died needlessly 
-.i-remarterialamunde. tiered ‘underlie ' 

;~Ja0mbar~dment, solelyle. eaueeiefiileeh . r_ a lease. :Many ad-itional thousands have tee 

~e ten teen needlessly subjected "to amputetiqae, 
reelelv attributable to; gangrene infeetieneefillm-bs 
and -,-extremities resulting :fmm *HQQEQSiQZI -.aad 
modi?cation reef ,the :bleedretarred s-?eeh, tissue 
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and ‘bone structures, all primarily ‘induced iby the 
‘ total constriction ‘forcibly applied ‘by ‘means .of 
improvised vor other ‘barbaric types of tourniquets 
heretofore utilized; said total constriction com 
pletely shut off circulation of the nourishing and 
protective blood supply vbeyond the ‘constricting 
instrument, ‘thus causing withering morti?cation 
and gangrene of the extremities, and consequent 
surgical removal. ' 

‘ [First aid instructions :issued to :United States 
Armed Forces ‘recommend and :prescribe impro 
visation of -atourniquet1from a “general issue?’ 
@belt or sock, which vmust then ‘be excruciatingly 
‘twisted tight with -a ‘bayonet 'scabbard. ‘Other 
human aid is seldom at vhandwhen combatants 
tall wounded; _-a ‘i-blood-g-ushing’i’ ‘casualty {victim 
under ‘?re is *not able ‘to. construct, apply and 
manipulate such an improvised tourniquet, even 
‘if ‘the materials are readily available. Com 
batant soldiers, particularly, are usuallyionitheir 
own” ‘under bombardment, and too (often remain 
where they ‘have I-fa'llen wounded, alone for ' many 
:hours ‘until the Medical Corps arrives ‘to iiln‘d 
filhelll either needlessly dead, hey-0nd recovery 
from -'loss __of ?olood, or subjects for amputation 
because a Samaritan comrade ‘hastily improvised 
an immobile tourniquet. ‘ ' 

n11 ‘tourniquets ‘heretofore vknow-n and avail 
able --on' the market have been designed, ‘con 
,structed and manufactured to --function ‘on the 
activating principle of “total constriction" of-ithe 
circulation, ;_barbaricall-y and forcibly applied »to 
an extremity and concentrated at a point-between 
the-heart and-the severed-artery. JSaid total con 
striction was accomplished by (-1) employing 
clamps -or 40106195 tof‘squeezev” the affected ‘ex 
+tremities (or .to seal o? the ‘exposed arteries Jby 
direct application, and usually :held in place iby 
Jan.»aide,orabymeanssoisprings, ratchets, or other 
w,contriva-ntes; s02‘) la?lxing :a ,strap ‘and \ pulling it 
tautuntilthe . bleeding stopped, ,and usually 1 held 

' in ?xedconstriction laby means .of an attached 
.‘ébiiolsle, ,or {other ,con-trivance; (:3) -,impr0v.ieing 
from straps, ropes, :lbelts ..-or any . other (workable 
materialat- hand -,which lwere af?xedand twisted 

qeasyualty victims, andpespeciallyidangerqiisinsights with at 11517161! 111211 iii/he ‘bleeding etonned @1151 
usually helai-n?xesi zeenetrllatienimaneallv, 9mm 
7 of an reentry‘ wee availableaedzeuételqle 
l altleewaeiaet rresentaif I . t 
available, 11 .e lvietimtusuellyibledzte 1d .a 
help arrived 

;Importaet{aewyiaetersiieetereand elistieglaeh 
thisnewandnevelintentiae- ,Jttéllbe e I " 
that eeid ,inventien ‘is ‘ ef peaket rile, lie 

55 amenable, and ready-fer .eee in eny-emeltaenav re 
Vgnir'iee tavrlaqeet treatment, that-it; leeilllselr 
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applied, easily self-regulated and easily self-con 
trolled to any determined degree for any deter 
mined period of time, by any aid-isolated casualty 
victim, all entirely without any assistance; that 
it substantially embodies principles heretofore 
non-existent, but essential as a safety factor, to 
prevent and eliminate necrosis and morti?cation 
of ?esh, tissue and bone structures by making pos 
sible the application of controllable “spot” pres 
sure focalized at an exact point in just sufficient 
degree to regulate or control the bleeding, and 
without harmfully “over- constricting” or stopping 
the circulation of blood through unaffected but 
surrounding capillaries and blood-vessels; that it 
assures an aid-isolated casualty victim of a safe 
apparatus to control blood circulation; and, that 
it provides a convenient and positive circulation 
control for intravenous ‘blood transfusions, and 
blood plasma infusions. Thus my invention not 
only saves lives, it also saves limbs and extremities 
which might otherwise require amputation by 
reason of harmful “over-constriction” and/or 
necrosion of corollary but uninjured blood-vessels, 
?eshy tissues and/or bone structures. 

It is within the province of my instant inven 
tion (1) to advance the utility and value of de 
vices of the type to which this invention apper 
tains, (2) to greatly improve over the usefulness 
and results given by other contrivances of similar 
purpose, (3) to simplify and assure the adequate 
control of hemorrhage from the extremities 
caused by artery-severed wounds, (4) to preserve 
and extend the usefulness of limbs and lives in 
de?nitely, (5) to control the ?ow of blood during 
transfusion, and (6) to regulate the administra 
tion of blood plasma into the circulatory system. 
My instant novel invention is so constructed, 

arranged, conceived and designed in order to em 
ploy and utilize the manually actuated principle 
of leverage and counter-leverage to adequately 
generate sui?cient controllable power with which 
to direct, focalize and/or maintain positive but 
releasable compression to a selective arterial 
pressure-point, and by means of which to retard, 
regulate, completely stop or otherwise control the 
circulation of blood in any limb orextremity, and 
to any desired degree for any desired period of 
time; said invention, further, is so compact and 
adjustable and practical, so easy to carry and 
utilize, so simple to self-affix and self-manipulate 
and self-regulate, and, so simple and inexpensive 
to construct, that a general issuance thereof to 
all United States Armed Forces is warranted. 
General issue of my instant invention to United 

States Armed Forces, furthermore, would bring 
about the conservation of our limited supplies 
of blood plasma and precious whole blood, here 
tof ore necessarily administered to casualty victims 
who have lost great quantities of blood; blood 
bank stocks would thus be released for and be 
come available to the most grievously wounded. 
Additional embodiments and humane bene?ts 
which would inure to our ?ghting men may be 
here mentioned as (1) the relief or entire elimina 
tion of the excruciating pain attending employ 
ment of tourniquet procedures and the twisting 
to unbearable constriction as heretofore practiced, 
and (2) the greatly increased probability of ap 
propriate rehabilitative treatment to restore func 
tion and utility to limbs and extremities damaged 
by arterial wounds, but which heretofore became 
complicated because of “over-constriction.” 
My instant invention, for the foregoing and 

other self-apparent reasons, should be included 
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4 
as a standard unit in every combatant’s personal 
casualty kit, as an essential to the conservation 
and preservation of valuable lives and limbs for 
future usefulness to humanity; and this inven 
tion, furthermore, should likewise be included in 
the casualty kits of every Medical Corps ?eld aide, 
and also provided‘ as an essential component of 
the equipment furnished to every casualty depot, 
and in every ?eld and base hospital of our armed 
forces. 

It is the principal object of this invention to 
provide an inexpensive artery compressor of novel 
structure ‘conceived and designed for self-use, and 
employingr the novel and peculiar principle of 
“controllable pressure” so that only a “?nger 
weight” is sufficient to positively and adequately 
control hemorrhage from arterial wounds, and 
to thus eliminate the dangers of necrosion and 
morti?cation heretofore primarily caused by 
barbaric, gangrene-inducing tourniquets which 
aid-isolated casualty victims could not by them 
selves apply or control, and, to thus eliminate 
the hazard of consequent and subsequent ampu 
tations; in place of said hazardous tourniquets, 
my instant invention provides a novel and practi 
cal “?nger-weight artery compressor” for self 
use which is adequate for any emergency, which 
is safe and efficient to the highest degree, and 
which is minute enough to occupy only two loops 
of a regulation cartridge-belt, quickly available 
and easily detachable, ready, and simple enough 
to be instantly affixed, applied, manipulated and 
regulated by any aid-isolated casualty victim, and 
all without any assistance. 
With the above and other valuable features, 

objects and embodiments in view, which will be 
come apparent and obvious as the description 
proceeds, this invention resides in the peculiar 
construction of the elements, the preparation and 
processing of the parts involved, and the ar 
rangement and assembly thereof, by means of 
which to produce controllable power through lev 
erage and counter-leverage action, and the ap 
plication of which, within the intent, spirit and 
scope of what is claimed and in accordance with 
the principles of my instant invention, consists 
in the following exempli?ed steps and operations, 
all as described and claimed. 

Processing and assembling the elements and parts 

In order to illustrate the character and physi 
cal structure of my novel artery compressor which 
requires only a “?nger-weight” of pressure and 
aims thereby, in accordance with the principles 
of this invention, to eliminate the hazards of 
necrosion and morti?cation, and the incident 
gangrene debridements and consequent amputa 
tions, the accompanying drawings are furnished, 
in which: 

Figure 1 denotes a strap, an incidental but 
corollary compression element common to all 
tourniquets but which, here, provides only a col 
laborative function incidental to the application 
of desirable “?nger-weight” pressure; in accord 
ance with the principles of my instant invention 
said strap furnishes suf?cient binding support 
evenly all ‘around the limb, the primary source of 
power to achieve the desired amount of compres 
sion is attained by a manually actuated recipro 
cal leverage action; the strap is loosely applied 
to an injured limb or extremity and then tight 
ened to any desired degree by a reciprocal reac 
tion induced by a manual actuation which, as will 
be shown, makes possible the self-regulation and 
control of blood circulation by any aid-isolated 
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casualty iiiétiihiWith'o‘iit ariyassistsncet- As? has 
shown said strap is} initially out? and: processed 
Ir‘o'mt Strip of leather‘ to at length suitable ‘to? ?t 
anarm or‘leg or other éX?fémiiI-y a/tour‘; 
n'ieiuet may bephysical-ly applicable; ~- ' ‘ 

Figure" 2 denotes a buckle; incidental" but 
corollary controlling elementgNhut-fwhich, here, 
provides-‘the means by? to adjust thellen‘gth 
of the strap (Figure 1) to any suitable or'reduii'ed 
size, ai1d"-- also to furnish an auxiliary‘ and-alter 
riative means by which t'oregulat‘e the degree? of 
compression desired‘ to- cumin-at _' 'née’dléssz‘iiiiére 
constriction?" of an‘ extremity to‘. which artery 
compressor-is a?ixed. Ashereshown said-buckle 
fs'of the type commomy known ass-“gripper slide 
buckle” and isvrivete'd- to1 one end‘ oi‘l'th'e ‘strap, 
as-illustrated in Figure'aat'lae ' ~ ~ h " ‘ -' 

- Figure 3 denotes a compressor; the primary 
pressure element of my mventionand which is 
claimed‘ herein, by means of which to- appiy-"fo- . 
'caliz‘e'd” spot pressure to a'speci?c arterial pres 
sure-point, which may be-regulatedtih accordance 
with the principles of this; invention-‘to any dee 
gree of compression'require'd‘ to e?ectu-ally .con- 
trol hemorrhage; in- contrast to heretofore prac 
ti'ced‘ barbaric and dangerous “total .constric‘é 
ti'on,” only a “?ngereweig'ht’i of pressure exerted 
on the‘co'mpressor is su?icient; thus, applied and 
controlled ‘without any assistance, the hazard ‘of 
“over-constriction” is‘ eliminated,» as well as the 
consequent necrosis and morti?cation of sur 
rouhding blood-vessels, capillaries, flesh tissues 
and bone structures. As‘ here shown'said com 
p'res’sor is initially processed from a blocki'of 
Wood to the shape of a‘fcynnder” as illustrated 
c'Yw-ith an extending “lever” as: illustrated b in 
Figure3. ; - ‘ “ ~ ' 

Figure 4' denotes a lock, the fastening and sus 
taming element of' my invention ‘and which is 
claimed herein, by means, of which to accomplish 
and automatically maintain controllable com 
pression. which is ?xable and/or adjustable to 
any degree in accordance with the principles in 
volved therein; said compression may belikew‘ise Q 
instantly and wholly released by a simple reverse " 
manipulation. As here shown said lock is initial 
ly processed from forged steel to a suitable size 
and shape as illustrated; the lever of the com 
pressor (Figure 3,12) is depressed into and held in 
thus-?xed stress by the “1o'op”-of theilock which 
is identi?ed at d in Figure 4; the stapling-sharped 
end‘ of the lock is intended ‘to be permanently at 
tached torthe strap, having been sharpened for 
that'purpose as ate in Figure 4;, . 1 V ' r 

. Figure 5 denotes one of a pluralit'y'fof nails, in 
cidental but corollary'elements, of common usage, 
but which, here, arev employed in sui?cient quan 
tity to permanently fasten together the compres 

cooperating and collaborating unit'which, under 
manual actuation of thelever ‘of theicompressor 
'(Figure 3,11) and .thus in accordance‘ with. the 
principles of my invention, becomes a “fulcrum” 
for reciprocal leverage action by means of which 
the strap is tightened; adequate power and‘ com 
pression is thus produced by meansrof which to 
accomplish the aims and purposes of myinverr 
tion in accordance with the principles: thereof. 
A's-here shown said nails are of the type common 
1y u'sedby carpenter's etc. ' -; - ~ 1 ' 

Figurev 6 denotes a detail: to illustrate the man' 
ner of attaching the lock 4' by ' clamping: the 
sharped end e to the strap I at a point approxi 
mately midway between the buokleZ andastheu 
compressor 3 to make onereciprocally acting, co 
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6 
operative of vboth the‘ lock and the ‘strap: 
with an un-i-njuredhand-the lever b» is manually 
depressed underv and‘ guided into the loop d and 
thus'llocked,=without anyassistance, for. any de 
‘sired period of time until 'voluntarilyreleased; 
both hand'sarefthusi left? free for other emeri 
gency'needs. .- - " - ' v ' 

'- lyrigurev ‘denotes a detail‘ to illustrate the em 
'ploy'iinent-oi’v a plurality of? nails ‘5 to attach the 
strap l1 t'othe lower peripheral center of the 
vconipr'essoré-cylinder 30 at a point approximate‘ 
151 fofuil' inches ‘distant from the attached end of. 
the buckle 2: this pointbecomes the “fulcrum” 
for: the’ reciprocal “leverage” action produced 
upon manually depressing theelever 3b and‘ thus 
causing; the-strap-l to tighten for the purpose of 
achieving" compression in accordance with the 
principles of - my invention, and which may be 
sustained at any degree merely by engaging the 
lever? 31) by the lock 4. ‘ ' 

Figure, 8 denotes a detail to illustrate the ap 
proximate point at which to attach the com 
pressor-cylinder 3c toithe strap 5 and the manner 
of “joining both into one collaborative unit by’ 
means "of the plurality of nails 5.- ‘ 
‘Figure Siden'otes a detail of the completed 
“?nger-weight artery compressor” as it appears 
when all of the corollary, constituent, compo 
nent, cooperative, collaborative‘ and reciprocal 
elements, materials and parts have been proc 
essed‘garrang'ed and‘ assembled into one'ihtegral 
:Iimit; As here shown my invention comprises the 
strap! to one end of which the buckle 2 has been 
riveted‘ (2a) and both ends of the strap buckled 
together; the lock ll has been stapled to the strap 
and the compressor 3 likewise permanently at 
.tached'by employing the plurality oi nails 5; all 
as. related together in‘ combination, .and in 
tegral assembly thereof. The lever 322 has been 

v:40 slipped, into the loop of the lock lid to be thus 
automatically held until voluntarily released. 
My instant invention is thus ready to be quickly 
.a?ixed to a wounded extremity, and is fully ad 
justable in accordance with the principles in 
vol-vedto any degree of controllable compression, 
as Well as the complete release thereof at will, 
‘and all entirely without any assistance. _ 

hemorrhage by “?nger-weight” Controlling 
- . arterial compression 

' In order to'illustrate the character, the steps, 
the‘ operations, and the methods of preparation 
involved in the physical application, regulation 
and manipulation of my novel “?nger-weight” 
'arterycompressor to control hemorrhage, and to 
eliminate the hazards of necrosion and morti?ca 
tion, the ‘accompanying drawingsare furnished,» 
‘in which: ‘ ' -' 

~ Figure- 10 denotes‘ a perspective of the com 
pletely assembled “?nger-weight artery com 
pressor” buckled to make one continuous loop and 
thus ‘ready to be loosely ailixed over the arm or 
leg, or any other anatomical extremity to which 
a tourniquet may be physically applicable. As 
here shown the compressor 3 has been'leit free 
but may be slipped into the lock 4 before the 
strap l'has been af?xed to the extremity to be 
~treatedif the desired degree of compression may 
be achieved by?nger-manipulation oi the'slide 
of the buckle 2 which lengthens or shortens the 
circumference or the strap l and thus either 
tightens or‘ loosens the strap to any degree de 
sired, depending upon which direction in which 

I activated...‘ In- accordance with the principles in 
‘15' vol'vedi in my invention, any aid-isolated victim 
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may completely perform the functions and pur 
poses thereof, without any assistance. ' , 

Figure 11 denotes a perspective which serves to 
illustrate the minute dimensions into which my 
“?nger-weight artery compressor” may be rolled 
up, and into a compact “kit” small enough to ?t 
into the space occupied by only two cartridge 
loops of a ?eld service belt. As here shown the 
lever of the compressor had been slipped into the 
loop of the lock; the strap was then pressed par 
allel to the lever and rolled lengthwise completely 
around the compressor; a rubber-band, or a slide 
clip, or any other contrivance may be utilized 
to hold the kit in a compact. By “pre-adjusting” 
the length of the strap beforehand my instant 
invention is ready to be “unrolled” with one hand 
and immediateely slipped onto any involved ex 
tremity; gravity will do the “unrolling” if the 
loose end of the strap is grasped. The entire 
“kit” may then be clipped to the cartridge-belt 
for easy detachment, or carried in any other 
manner providing instant availability; it is thus 
ready to be self-affixed and self-manipulated 
without any assistance, and is fully capable of 
furnishing compression instantaneously when 
utilized in any emergency requiring tourniquet 
treatment. 
Figure 12 denotes a transparency which serves 

to illustrate one of the various possible embodi 
ments, characteristics and functions of my “?n 
ger-weight artery compresser.” The drawing rep 
resents a transparency of a human arm in which 
an artery has been severed and the need for 
tourniquet treatment thus indicated; the lever 
of the compressor element has been slipped into 
the lock, the cylinder has been ai?xed directly 
over the main artery at a known pressure point, 
and is thus sustained at a hypothetically proper 
degree of compression; just suf?cient pressure 
has been applied to retard and control the ?ow 
of blood through the artery, at the same time 
allowing a su?iciency of blood to circulate 
through unaifected veins and capillaries to pro 
vide nourishment to other parts of the wounded 
extremity; thus obviating, in accordance with 
the principles of my invention, the hazards of 
necrosion and morti?cation usually following 
heretofore practiced tourniquet procedures based 
upon total constriction, which too often neces 
sitated subsequent major gangrene debridements 
actually tantamount to amputations. As here 
shown in transparency, the letter F in the draw 
ing represents the main artery and the letter G 
the veins, as they are assumed to appear during 
full and normal circulation. In the drawing my 
instant invention has been applied just below the 
elbow, actuated, ?xed and functioning to retard 
the blood circulation; below the said focal point 
of compression, the main artery has ceased ?ow 
ing and is thus to be construed in the illustra 
tion which is represented by the letter J‘; the let 
ter g on the other hand indicates that circulation 
continues to ?ow through surrounding uninjured 
veins and capillaries, in reduced quantity but yet 
su?icient to provide continuing nourishment 
which reduces or completely eliminates morti?ca 
tion of the unaffected parts of the wounded ex 
tremity. Only a “?nger-weight” of compression 
focalized at a speci?c arterial pressure-point is 
su?icient to control the circulation of blood 
through the main artery, represented by the let 
ters F—f, which thus obviates the danger of 
necrosion at the point of compression. In the 
drawing, the letter H represents the hypothetical 
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previously practiced tourniquet procedures. 

wound; and therletter J represents‘the point at 
which the artery F---)‘ has been severed. 
Figure 13 serves to illustrate that only the pres 

sure of a “?nger,” when focalized over an arterial 
pressure-point, is sumcient to stop the blood cir 
culation. As here shown the letter K represents 
a, “?nger” functioning to stop and control the 
circulation of the blood through the main artery 
F and the, veins G. , I I 

Figure 1e serves to illustrate by way of con 
trasts to Figure 13, how all heretofore practiced 
tourniquet, procedures “squeezed” the entire ex-, 
tremity to a “pulp” at the point to which applied, 
thus imposing necrosive “total constriction” 
which completely stopped all circulation of the 
blood;=such tourniquet procedures too often re 
sulted in complete morti?cation of the entire un 
nourished extremity thus necessitating gangrene 
debridements, and subsequent amputation. As 
here shown .by way of contrast to Figure 13, it 
becomes wholly obvious and apparent that my 
instant invention is'capable of regulation, in ac 
cordance with the principles involved, to, impart 
only a “?nger-weight” of pressure to a focalized 
and speci?c spot and to thereby obviate the 
“total constriction” heretofore employed in the 

In 
the drawing, the letter L represents a tourniquet 
representative of the types heretofore employed, 
all of which were basically dependent upon “total 
constriction” to stop circulation of the blood; 
the letter M is intended to represent how terribly 
excruciating and barbaric is the “total constric 
tion” of an extremity, the results of which too 
often require amputation due to the necrosion 
and morti?cation of “squeezed” tissues, flesh 
and the bone structures as well. 
The foregoing speci?cations completely de 

scribe the preparation, construction, arrange 
ment and assembly of the constituent and com 
ponent elements, materials and parts, and the 
integral relation of each thereof to complete the 
whole thereof, and illustrate the methods of ap 
plication and manipulation of my novel “?nger 

. weight artery compressor,” all as involved, em 
braced and embodied therein in accordance with 
the principles of my instant invention. Corre 
sponding identifying characters have been em~ 
ployed in the foregoing views to indicate the 
various parts and references thereto in the text 
of the descriptions thereof. Anyone who is able 
to read should likewise be thereby enabled to 
easily follow these simpli?ed directions and to 
safety, effectively and positively control hemor 
rhage caused by arterial wounds until such time 
as competent aides arrive and/or hospitalization 
can be provided, all entirely without any assist 
ance in the utilization of my instant invention. 

Medical authorities recommend the release of 
tourniquets every 20 minutes to permit blood 
nourishment to circulate to all parts of a wounded 
extremtiy. In employing my instant invention 
as a tourniquet the compression produced there 
by may be released instantly and at will; a simple 
side-wise ?nger-?icking action will unlock the 
lever of the compressor, thereby effecting com 
plete‘release of all pressure; a partial release of 
pressure may be instantly achieved by a simple 
“?ngers and palm” technique of manipulation, 
which will loosen the moveable tension-slide of 
the buckle. To resume full pressure it is only 
necessary to again depress the lever of the com 
pressor and ?ick it back into the lock; pressure 
may be adjusted to any desired or required degree 
of compression by simply sliding back the buckle 
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reference to my instant invention, in suchim. 
stances and for such purposes for which they are 
essential to the aims and objectives and in ac 
cordance with the principles thereof as disclosed, 
described, illustrated and claimed. 
Having reference to the claims I am aware that 

various possible changes and substitutions might 
be made in the construction, arrangement and 
assembly of the elements and parts without de 
parting from the intent, spirit and scope of 
the claims hereinabove annexed, and in the 
methods, processes, procedures and sequences 
adopted to provide the execution and consuma 
tion of the embodiments involved, as well as in 
the employment and utilization of the component 
principles, elements, materials and parts em 
braced and involved in my invention as a whole. 

Consequently it is to be understood that my 
claims are intended to be interpreted as illustra 
tive and not to be limited in any sense to the 
exact and precise expressions given to the princi 
ples, elements, materials and parts therein em 
braced, embodied and involved. 
0n the contrary I deem my claims to speci? 

cally comprehend and to substantially involve, 
embrace, embody and include each and every 
principle, element and part disclosed and de 
scribed, as well as each and every obvious ap 
parent and contemplated purpose thereof. 
My claims, further comprehend and include 

any and all possible variations of any of the cir 
cumscribed principles, elements and parts with 
in the intent, spirit and scope of what is claimed, 
as well as any and all means, methods, proces 
ses, procedures and/or sequences of steps which 
may be employed, utilized and/or adopted to con 
struct, arrange and assemble the embodiments 
involved in my invention as a whole. 

Likewise my claims comprehend and include 
any and all possible contrivances within the in 
tent, spirit and scope of what is claimed which 
may be employed individually, separately, to 
gether, collectively, integrally, cooperatively, re 
ciprocally and/or collaboratively utilized in 
counterpart to perform the same functions of 
the principles, elements and parts disclosed and 
described, or in substitution thereof, to accom 
plish the aims, intents and purposes of my in 
vention as a whole. 

Speci?cally my claims comprehend, embrace, 
embody and include the construction, arrange 
ment, assembly and integration of all the prin 
ciples, elements and parts involved in the “pecul 
iar structure” per se, as well as the applications, 
utilization, actuation and manipulation thereof 
in accordance with the purposes of my inven 
tion as a whole. It is intended that the employ 
ment and utilization of each of the component 
and integral principles, elements and parts shall 
be viewed and considered as a separate claim, as 
well as in the manner integrally related together 
in component, complemental, collaborative, corol 
lary, cooperative and reciprocal combinations to 
achieve, attain, accomplish and consummate the 
aims, intents, objectives and purposes of my in 
vention as a whole. Said “peculiar structure” 
may be constructed and/0r processed either as 
one complete unit, or in separate parts, or in any 
combinations or prefabrications of suitable ele 
ments and parts which may be assembled into 
an integral whole within the intent, spirit and 
scope of what is claimed. Said “peculiar struc 
ture” has been more speci?cally described else 
where herein. 

Speci?cally my claims comprehend, embrace, 
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12 
embody and include the arrangement and in 
tegration of the principle and element of “ful 
crum” per se, as involved and employed in my 
instant invention, as well as the principle and 
element of “leverage and counter-leverage" 
thereby complementally and reciprocally created, 
generated and produced, by means of which to 
collaboratively accomplish and consummate the 
aims, intents, objectives and purposes of my in 
vention as a whole. Said principles and elements 
of “fulcrum” and "leverage” have been more 
speci?cally described elsewhere herein. 
Furthermore my claims in general comprehend 

and substantially embrace, embody and include 
any and all elements and parts, as well as any 
principles involved and embodied therein which 
may be created and/or produced within the intent, 
spirit and scope of what is claimed by those 
skilled in the arts of design and construction, 
and which may be substituted subsequent inmyin 
stant application for Letters Patent to serve the 
purposes of any of the principles, elements and 
parts embraced and embodied or involved in my 
instant invention; and including as well, within 
the intent, spirit and scope of what is claimed, 
any and all obvious and apparent evasions of 
any of the component principles, elements and 
parts which may possibly contribute to the re 
quirements involved and embodied in my inven 
tion and which, whether innocently or otherwise 
conceive, may suggest themselves to nullify or 
otherwise infringe on the aims of my invention 
and my rights therein to the whole thereof. 
In testimony that I claim as my own the fore 

going invention as set forth in the claims herein 
I have hereunto af?xed my signature this 18th 
day of September, 1943. Said invention has not 
been in public use or on sale in the United States 
nor in any country foreign to the United States, 
to my knowledge; the date immediately above 
represents the date of conception. 
Iclaim: 
1. In an artery compressor, the combination 

of a strap, a buckle permanently secured to said 
strap at one end of said strap, a rigid compres 
sor element permanently attached to said strap, 
a rigid hook permanently attached to said strap, 
said compressor element being provided with an 
operating handle receivable in said hook, said 
hook being permanently attached to said strap 
at a point approximately midway between said 
buckle and said compressor element, said hook 
being adapted to receive said handle, said strap 
being adjustable as to effective length thereof 
by projecting an end thereof through said buckle 
and thereaftertightening said strap, the required 
compression being obtained by engaging said 
handle within the said hook preliminary to the 
adjusting of the effective length of said strap. 

2. The combination set forth in claim 1, in 
which the compressor element is a cylinder and 
is attached to said strap along a generator of said 
cylinder, the said handle extending tangentially 
of said cylinder. 

JOHN NU GENT WALTERS. 
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